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ABSTRACT
Learner centered reform is what the major shift in

emphasis in the 1972 education amendments concerned. Through the
adoption of 1.he Basic Grant Program and a program of institutional
aid following the student, the federal government has said that it
will no longer put the emphasis on the dispensers of education. This
has been strengthened by the cutbacks in institutional aid flowing
from research grants. What Congress opted for was a consumer-oriented
program that puts its faith in the students. Another major change in
the 1972 amendments was the enlargement of the scope of federal
assistance to postsecondary training outside colleges and
universities. Congress is seeking to insure that every dollar spent
has a result that is measureable. The higher education community must
continue to work to insure that the Federal Government is supportive
of programs that w4.11 make the nation's education offerings not only
available to as many as possible, but also of a quality that is
desirable. (Author/PG)
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It is most tnely, for tip L'ubommittce .30 !ducotIon of the Senate Connittee on
:,,atior and Public Welfare is :IDW starting work 30 turf rLeonaideration oe all of the
%Igner education programs pres,:ntly in law. I al cure many or you are aware of the
1)72 bill and the major new directions vhich that legislation took. These are the
programs which we will now be studying.

Our vork this year will be more in the form of oversight. The various higher edu-
cation programs will he considered as to their effectiveness. Are they doing the job
:7ongress i.tended them to accomplish? If the answer is no, we will seek to find out
wiv and what can he done to attain that goal. This, of course, means that we shall
Always be questioning these goals as well. However, I do not believe that the Sub-
r.,oTmittee will adopt any major new rrogram or change the thrust of the present federal
programs.

This conference has as its central motif learner.centered reform. This is inter-
esting, for, to my mind and to many members of Congress, learnes.centered reform is
exa-tly what the 1972 amendments were about, for they embodied a major shift in federal
emphasis, a shift to the student-4n other 1+1/eds..the learner. All too often, the
(!ongress is accused "f being two or three years behind the times, In this regard, how-
ever, Washington seems to have led the reform; now, conferences such as this are popular-

the idea.

In reading the literature which has been published it seems clear that people
really have not understood what philosophic changes took place thrqugh the adoption
of the 1972 amendments. The l'attle...aad there was a battle..appesre4 to be a simple
argument about delivery systems between proponents of scrlsethe.board institutional
'iii and those who -wifitsd to have the institutional aid fallow the student. On the face

it, this is a correct statement. However, I believe that the $enete, in strongly
advocating its position of having the aid follow the students, said very clearly that
there will be a change of emphasis from having the institution as the major recipient
of an ol.erative agent for federal programs of aid to higher education; we optea to
issen the responsibility of the colleges and univerelties in administering the federal
rror,rams of financial aid. No new major categorical programs were enacted; what was
.-nacted was a new program of student assistance completely at variance with the approach
to the then-existing programs. We have created a direct federal/student relationship
Instead of the federal/institutional relationship which had previously been the case.

The already- established programs of student assistance were continued, but as coar
plPments to the 7Ansic Grant Program, which was to become the major vehicle. One of the
r-iticiems of these old programs was that, since they wlre administered at each school,
there was a disparity in that a student might be eligible for assistance at one school,
while another with the same income situation was not eligible at a sister institution.
There nre acme in the .sensate who, even today, would like to do away with college-based
programs of student financial aid and put a greeter emphasis on the Basic Grant Program.
I do not agree, for I believe that there is a role for the college-based programs.
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Given greater funding and a real commitment: to the Basic Grant Program by student finan-
cial aid officers, both programs should be possible.

Accompanying the Basic Grant Program and emphasizing the changed thrust of federal
concentration was a program of institutional aid which followed the student. This
method was opposed by the major groups lobbying for higher education, who wanted most
or the federal funds placed with the institutions. The argument turned on how insti-
tutional aid would be allocated. It was resolved by providing aid only if the schools
are shouldering a federal burdLn, i.e., if they are institutions supporting federally-
aided youngsters. This wls crobubly a wise deoici:dn, and one which will bear the test
of a supreme Court c :se in tl.c ;tatter of federal aid to private collegescases about
which are now being consider,A.

Through the adoption of *those two programs, the federal government has said that
we will no longer put the emphasis on the dispensers of education; we ill no longer
give them the lion's share of federal funds. And, with the cutback in institutional
aid flowing from research grants, this has been even more clear. What the k;olgress
opted for was a consumer-oriented program which puts its faith in students, and, if any
reform is learner-centered, the presently existing program of institutional aid is.

Another major change opted for in the '72 amendments was the enlargement of the
scope of federal assistance beyond that which we had originally defined as higher edu-
cation--in other words, the Committee studied postsecondary training outside of the
colleges and universities. The 1972 amendments made all federal programs of student
assistance available to all accredited postsecondary institutions. The Subcommittee's
hearings and studies had made it clear that there was a large body of students who
found that, after high school, tney could not find the training they wanted or did not
want to attend a reg4ar college or university. They did, however, wish to pursue some
type of occupational. training at a proprietary job training school. It was also found
that, while much publicity had, been generated about certain schools which operated in
less than an ethical manner, many people who attended technical training schools re-
ceived good value for their money and gained a useful occupational skill upon completion
of their schooling. Therefore, another major reform of the higher education bill was to
put those students on an equal footing with their counterparts who preferred to follow
a more academic approach to life.

I will not go through all of the 1972 amendments, but I think that these areas of
federal action should be understood. The fact that we in Washington have taken action
with regard to learner-centered reform is the utmost possible evidence that we are
aware of it. The question is, what comes now? ;ihat is the future of not only higher
education r:It of all po3tcecnndary education in the next few yea,s ad seen from the
Washington perope-,tivc

We are nearing more snd !oi about the need education to be tied to career
development, occupational traininco and vocationl training. In these times of budgetary
probiema, it has be ome ver;; fashionable to study present programs with one rather
limitei criteria for success; we are soon to 10:k only for tangible results, or, to rut
it in 9 slangy wry, more "hang for the federal buck." Congress is seeking to insure
that every dollar spent has a result that is measurable. Accountability and means of
measurement are the vogue. We :lee the resurretion of those tables which show that
exaduate: with -ollege make "X" amount of money more than those students who
terminat.-ri their formal education after high school.
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Or ft ihilosophie basis, many of ua who work on legislation have an ingrained dis-
trust of attempts to quantify the social sciences. In trying to measure every output,
there L8 a tendency to put values on learnir, which cannot really be translated into
numbers and qualities. :Ince the advent of Sputnn and all of the money which has been
Feared into the phyaical sciences, together with the massive waste in the rocket pro-
grnm, we have seen educators and social scientists try to justify their disciplines
thou6L the use of luIntifying data and computer science. All of a sudden, education
and other social sciences have become totally measurable. In my own field of legisla-
tion, political scientists ereat great equations and put them into computers which will
then predict any given legislative situation. The Journal of the American Folitical
Scientiots Association is filled with pages of sines and cosines which will predict all
manner of legis ative result, but who can understand them? While sll of these quanti-
fieations of data are impressis,e, they exclude the human factor. There was no way to
predict the shift of federal (mphasis on education in the 1972 amendments; the computer
would eave come a crol,p:r. is a great foir the hill that these social :zi-
entic:7, and their noQaapn.1:,1.;... seems of data will ascendance in the acadtsic world.

In the effort to wrie; (:,.ry benefit from th: federal dollar, we may opt for
what may be a mistake in approach toward education. h'eesures are growinc which could
result in the adoption of nmendments to federal legislation to reflect the view of
lighe: education as nothing more than an adjunct to tne public job training program.
The --Incept of education as a means of developing the mind and the ability to think,
react, tnd amuse ourselves could be lost; students may be urged to develop on a one-
dimensional level, rather than in a fully-rounded manner.

This one-sided approach appears to discount the fact that, in the future, we will
be in a situation where an individual's total job time will be thirty hours or less.
With such short hours, that individual will have to be trained or prepared to utilize
that leisure time. :rue, the Congress could ignore that possibility and do nothing to
stop the debt to a nation of bowlers or one which spends a great deal of time sitti4g
in a chair in front of the television set, but the Congress does not find that to be a
happy prospect.

There is no attempt to try to resurrect the old plea for a return to the strict
liberal arts degree and elitism of pre-World War II. Nor are exaggerated claims made
about tht desirability of that happening. There is a strong belief that the liberal
arts are valuable and that there should be a place, and federal support, for an
individual who wants to pursue that type of study. The nation's businesses and indus-
tries should recognize the value of the liberal arts graduate and not just demand career
trained individuals. There should be a place for both.

:ell as educators, should recognize this drift in our national thinking. You must
ostablisi. currielums which are truly responsive to the students' needs, but the Congress
does not expect to react to elder;/ whim and curren4, trend of that which comes around.
Mere is no Congressional demand to make everything relevant. Adults do bring a certain
pers1 e..tiv.2 to their views wl.ir.h youngAers can benel'it from. As you talk about
responsive ..i:risu_Isms desiraUlity of yciilv;sttrs being trained for specific

1 rt.:ocnition of value of those youngsters becoming
indiviAsals weo an read :;ses;:iar, and appreela... tat: arts and music.

Aat we seekin., :::tt,r of baianee. 7.1e mistake made in ti v. was a
on cwienc., 3,1.1 %,-hnolocy as the sLowl. to specific problms. The

probler%a tc.lny, outside -31. nert% situation, nre human in nature. They revolve
around ietai-ersonal relationships. They oall for under standing of those from alien cul-
tures. ,:itizens who *area trained for rie.ift.. tesks and who cannot bring into their
t:Ankinp: other values or .1ro1e standings of human relations will not be able to cope with
these lifficulties.
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There is one other point which should be discussed for it has a direct bearing on
what is enacted by the Congress. That point is the whole concept of feder*1 control
through government regulation.

Recently, President Kingman Brewster of Yale University, discussed in a very
erudite way this question of government involvement in universities. I must edmit
that some of the activities of our Subcommittee on Education may have perhaps heightened
this situation. The Congress will never opt for government control, but a series of
acts, all taken out of good intentions, will nevertheless bring about government control.
For example, what makes more sense than using the Social Security number for all public,
personal, and private transactions? It is economical and cost effective but has vest
social Implications. There is a fear that, as we take small steps toward utilizing that
Social Security number for all that is good and true, like the collection of student
loans we may find ourselves locked into a vast edifice of control.

In education, we have seen federal funds used as a fulcrum for affirmative action
(which leads to quotas), student privacy rights, parental rights, and faculty rights.
The universities do not receive payment for their services in enforcing federal policy.
More importantly, this kind of control reduces the type of academic freedom that we have
long enjojed. Therefore, as you think about the federal role in education, you should
also keep in mind the old adage that he who pays the piper calls the tune. And don't
think that there must be aid at a 51% level to gain control- -total control could occur
at far less than that figure,

This conference is a rather in.depth, sophisticate) discussion of the very problems
of nigher education which seed to be resOlwed and of the redirection which is necessary
in order to reflect the needs of the students. But a conference without an end or a
result is meaningless. The question can be asked: "How can this conference be trans-
lated into action?" I will not discuss the most apparent answer, which is to reform your
own classes, departments, or universities. This is an area which should be self-triggered
and in which the heavy hand of the federal government should be withheld. We in Washing-
ton can be celled upon in a somewhat limited way.

The major thing to remember is that our legislation is not specific in its approach.
The federal government does not dot every "i" or cross every "t." Rather, it creates a
general program under which all options could be utilized and experimented with. In a
year, if you look for results Of this Conference as a specific piece of law, you won't
find anything; however, results will be there, because the legislation will allow for
experimentation with various options and new approaches, Therefore, one of the results
of the eonference would,, I hope, be an approach to the Congress, to let ds know how the
present law can be amended to be more learner.centered, and also, of course, what new
Idees should be adopted to attain that same end.

The Subcommittee wants to be of help and assistance. The members hope to continue
the view of education legislation as en ever evolving entity. But this can only be done
with your assistance and strong support.

We must continue our work to insure that the federal government is supportive of
programs which will make the education offering in our nation's colleges and universities
not only available to as many as possible, but also of a quality which is desirable.
We cannot have eaucation which reflectg the lowest possible denominator. John Dzwey,
whose work has recently attracted even more criticism, pointed out that "What the wisest
among us would want for their children, that must be the education for all." This is an
end, a goal, which the Congrear will continue to strive for.


